Photonics products

for a sustainable future
Turn key solutions based on photonics
For numerous growing industries the need to transport data at very high rates of speed
increases every day. To substantially speed up data transport, photonics is widely
considered the technology of the future. It involves generating and harnessing light and
other radiant energy that has the photon as the quantum unit to collect, analyze, and
transmit data. VTEC is specialised in creating, designing and testing photonic applications
and expert in turn key solutions in the unexplored technology frontier. Our goal is simple:
to create integrated photonics to make the world a better place with regard to sustainability,
energy reduction & social interaction. One business solution at a time. Improve quality of life

www.vtec-ls.nl

(GAS) SENSING
Improve performance with photonics
Our goal is to create immediate results that
contribute to the success of our partners in
environmental monitoring, aerospace engineering, telecommunications, alternate energy
development, and even homeland security.
Photonics generates, detects, and manipulates light
through emission, transmission, modulation, signal
processing, amplification, switching, and sensing.
As one of the fastest growing providers of photonic
solutions for industries worldwide our experts
provide both standard and tailor made solutions.
Furthermore, VTEC Lasers & Sensors produces,

tests and delivers these solutions in an incredibly
fast pace. We develop in the distinctive wavelength
1310nm O-band, enabling huge energy power
consumption reductions in hyperscale datacenters.
Photonic testing
Complex devices often involve complex testing
to measure all the relevant parameters. These test
setups are not readily available in the market as
a service. VTEC has invested in building up a test
bed for measuring the DC as well as the RF (up to
25GHz) parameters of these devices and offers this
testing as a service.

5G FREESPACE OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

Lasers & Sensors Solutions
Testing, product design, sales
Methane is 20-times more potent as a greenhouse
gas than CO2. VTEC’s in-depth knowledge of
technologies connects these sensing problems to
disruptive solutions like resonant cavity detectors.
Enclosing an infrared detector architecture within

an optical cavity surrounded by high-reflectivity
mirrors enhances the probability of photon
absorption within the thinner active region,
naturally reducing the detector dark current and
thus detector noise (enhanced SNR).

TELECOM & DATACENTERS

5G: wireless capacity of fifth-generation

Quad detector for tilt correction
Chip design, no fabrication, wafer processing,
testing, product design, integration of analog &
data functions, sales
Atmospheric line-of-sight infrared communication
using lasers/LEDs: a promising solution to overcome
the radio frequency (RF) spectrum crisis. For enterprise/campus connectivity, with optical fiber back-up
and metropolitan area network (MAN) extension.
VTEC’s knowledge of sensing and data receiving technologies allows for unique integrated solutions.

10 / 25 GB APD/PIN

CWDM4 PIC receiver

Testing, product design, sales

Chip design, no fabrication, testing, product design, sales

Meets the need for increased bandwith demand.
Error-free connectivity without dropouts offer new
opportunities to communicate, engage socially,
earn money and enjoy cultural events. Having a
worldwide network allows VTEC to these products to
all continents.

Co-packaging of optics and Ethernet switch ICs is a
natural next step to reduce the power consumption
burden of the electrical I/Os in the data center
networking equipment. These products are made
possible based on the more than 100 man-years
of experience in photonics in the VTEC team.

Knowledge you can build on, challenge us!
VTEC Lasers & Sensors develops custom
solutions for new application areas in photonics
and IoT. We provide technology and products
for creating, transporting, bundling and analyzing
data. With the knowledge that this yields, the
quality of life improves in all kinds of ways with
regard to comfort, efficiency, safety, health
and pleasure.

ASPICs and other rapidly developing technologies
allow VTEC Lasers and Sensors to provide the
fastest, smartest, and most effective solutions
for practically any business. The completeness
of our skill set makes us self supporting for every
prototyping, product or industrialisation project,
standard or custom made. Are you looking for an
expert partner? We dare you to challenge us!

Why VTEC Lasers & Sensors
Tailormade / Custom solutions: VTEC complements
its customers and partners in their core activities.
Together we ensure the best solution.
One-stop-shop: from proof-of-principle up to mass
production, the entire application is in competent
hands with VTEC. We have our own production
facility in Shanghai.
Exceptional knowledge: with our long experience
in opto-electronics and broad knowledge we know
how to combine technologies like no other.

Innovative strength: THE expert for applications
in technically unexplored areas.
Fast working method: we energetically connect
knowledge and resources. This saves time which
could be a major advantage to you.
Worldwide network: VTEC has an excellent
network of quality suppliers.
Testing & Photonic packaging: the company
specializes in testing photonic applications and
photonic packaging.
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Contact us to discuss the options
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